News Worthy!

This ‘n’ That
ATESL Coffee Pot
Session April 20
Saturday, April 20
10:00 am-12:00 pm
Stan Grad Centre
SAIT Campus
Room MA128
Join ATESL for a Coffee Pot
Session facilitated by two
English instructors from
SAIT: Doug Waite and
Chris Wharton. They will
take you through theory
and practical tips for
using debate in the ESL
classroom. Their simple
12-step process will give
you the confidence to run
successful debates in your
own classroom.
To RSVP or for more
information, contact
calgary@atesl.ca or
phone 403.410.3410

FREE Tax Course for
Newcomers
Saturday, April 20 or
Wednesday, April 24
9:00 am - 12:00 pm or
1:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Christian City Church
North Calgary
3812 Marbank Drive
NE, Calgary, AB
This course is set up to
introduce the Canadian
Tax System to Newcomers/
Students interested in
learning how to do their
own income tax returns.
Students should have
Intermediate/Advanced
English to attend. Space
is limited, please email
kimberlyaduboaheng@
outlook.com for a
registration form.
Registration must be
received prior to class
start.
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Forget Spring Cleaning—It’s Time for Spring Training!

W

e have a fantastic Spring Training event lined up
this year, with fabulous speakers and workshops
to inspire and encourage your intercultural
ministry! This full-day event is ideal for pastors, teachers,
ESL leaders and community and church volunteers—
anyone who is touched by and interacts with newcomers
on a regular basis. Join us on Saturday, May 4th at
Bethany Chapel, 3333 Richardson Way SW, from
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Cost: $50 in advance or $60 at
the door. To register: register@eslcooperative.ca
Our theme this year is From Isolation to Integration:
Reaching Immigrant Families. We have lined up some
excellent speakers who will be addressing the topic from
various perspectives. Some of the workshops are listed below.

SPEAKERS AND WORKSHOPS:
Kamilla Prasad, Founder and CEO, Fiji Canada Christian
Fellowship and Outreach
Doing It Right: Reaching Immigrant Families
James 2:8 says: “If you really keep the royal law found
in Scripture; love your neighbor as yourself, then you are
doing it right.” We all want to do it right, but don’t always

know how. When a family is new to the neighborhood,
they don’t know anyone and the majority have difficulty
speaking the language, so they keep themselves away from
others. But here is an opportunity for you to reach out
to your neighbours, and to bless and serve them with the
gifts, knowledge and resources that you have helping to
make life easier for the newcomer to Canada. Be prepared
to be inspired and challenged as Kamilla shares from the
experiences she and her family have serving on the front
lines in NE Calgary and how God is using them to make
difference in their community.
Dr. Roswitta Dressler, Research Associate, Language
Research Centre, University of Calgary
Let’s Talk: Drama Techniques to Promote
Meaningful Language Use in the ESL Classroom
Do your students groan when you ask them to do a role
play? Do they shudder at speaking in front of the class?
Simple drama/improv techniques used as warm ups can
meaningfully examine situations, instill confidence, and
create a variety of language forms used in a realistic
context. This hands-on session will allow teachers to test
out proposed activities and use them the next day in their
own teaching situations.
...continued on page 2
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Spring Training, continued from page 1
Alice Mitchell, Adjunct Professor, (Cultural Anthropology, Missions,
Church History, Wisdom Literature, Ethics of Jesus) Alberta Bible College
Border Crossing: Accompanying Family Migration
A workshop designed to develop empathetic listening skills in language
facilitators and hence get their students talking, not to specifically teach
English but to help learners use the English skills they already possess.
These skills will aid classroom facilitators on entering into conversations
about values and family challenges encountered by newcomers to Canada.
We will practise on one another. Reference will be made to the specific
challenges of children and teenagers growing up in a culture different from
the culture of their parents. However, non-judgemental conversational
skills are good for all relationships.
David Kang, Pastor of Ethnic Outreach, First Alliance Church
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How Long Are You Here For?
by Gisela Rohde

E

nglish tenses are all about time relationships. In some other
languages, they use fewer tenses and expect the reader or listener
to figure out the time relationships from the other words in the
sentence, like “today” or “yesterday”. Learning to use our tense system
correctly can be difficult for students.
I often deal with international students who come to study here for a
time, and then go home. Sometimes new students get confused. They
have learned some of the patterns, and they have been asked certain
questions, but if they get asked a question that’s different from what they
were expecting, they sometimes answer incorrectly. If their answer doesn’t
make sense, or you want to confirm it, it’s better to mention it or ask the
question a different way to clarify the meaning.

When They Heard This Sound...
A workshop designed to address: Why we need ministries for ethnic
people in Western context. Dealing with marital and parenting issues in
immigrant families. Understanding and implementation of different ethnic
contexts: uni-ethnic church and multi-ethnicity in the Caucasian church
and community.
Sarah Todd, Coordinator, Cross-Cultural Parenting Program, Family
Services Department, Calgary Immigrant Women’s Association
CIWA: Common Immigrant Parenting Challenges
This workshop will bring to our attention the common parenting challenges
that are occurring in immigrant homes and offer some guidance on how
to help families address these issues, as well as an overview of the cross
cultural program offered through Calgary Immigrant Women’s Association
and how your organization or church can utilize this program.

From Isolation to Integration:
Reaching Immigrant Families
Saturday, May 4, 2013
Bethany Chapel
3333 Richardson Way SW
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
(registration begins at 8:45 a.m.)

Don’t let finances
be a barrier to your
attendance. Scholarship
funding is available for
those who qualify.

Don’t miss out on this fantastic opportunity to learn,
make new connections and encourage one another.
$50 pre-registered, $60 at the door.

To register, email: register@eslcooperative.ca

For example, students often get asked “How long have you been here?”
If instead, you ask, “How long are you here for?” and they answer, “One
week”, it’s time to confirm that you mean the total length of their stay in
Canada. It’s possible that they are just visiting here for a week, but more
likely that they have been here a week but are staying longer. Sometimes,
they have just heard the “How long” part of your question and not paid
attention to the rest of it. In this case, I ask when they plan to go home.
Then, I usually explain that “I have been here for a week,” means until
now, “I am here for a week,” means the total time, and “I will be here for
a week,” means after today.
Some people are hesitant to correct students in ordinary conversation
because they either don’t want to discourage the student, don’t want to
interrupt the train of thought, or don’t know how to explain the grammar
to correct it. In my example, I didn’t use complicated grammar terms, but
the students are usually grateful for this kind of correction so that they
don’t make this kind of mistake and confuse other people. It often leads
to more conversation, not less. They are looking for all the free help they
can get!
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